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Abstract

A growing number of devices carried by users are equipped with wireless technologies such
as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi which allow the seamless exchange of information between devices
and the network infrastructure. Because they routinely emit wireless messages carrying
identifiers and other technical artifacts in cleartext, these technologies expose users to
privacy issues. Focusing on the data included in advertising messages, we identify and
analyze the leakage of personal data, and study potential and existing countermeasures.

More specifically, we try to answer the following questions: what are the privacy
threats associated with wireless networks? Which solutions can be deployed to protect
users against these threats? How efficient are current privacy protection implementations?

We start by an analysis of privacy features of the two major wireless network stan-
dards: Wi-Fi and Bluetooth-Low-Energy. We focus our study on address randomization
mechanisms, a recently adopted anti-tracking measure, and identify several issues related
to implementation as well as standard specifications. To illustrate the diversity and
complexity of the issues affecting these technologies, we present two representative cases
of personal data leakage in wireless networks. First, leveraging the reverse-engineering
of Continuity, a BLE-based protocol developed by Apple, we uncover a collection of
personal data leakages affecting billions of devices worldwide. Finally, we present an
abuse of Android Wi-Fi permission that can be used to bypass permissions and to infer
personal data such as the location of the device.

When confronted with those privacy issues, it becomes necessary to increase user pro-
tection by developing privacy-preserving mechanisms but most importantly by correctly
implementing existing ones. Furthermore, it appears that standard specifications are
key elements of a better protection, and it is thus of utmost importance to promote the
integration of privacy protection in these standards.





Résumé

Un nombre croissant d’équipements intègre une des technologies sans-fil, telles que le
Wi-Fi et le Bluetooth, qui permettent des échanges d’informations entre les appareils
et le réseau. La transmission de messages incluant des identifiants et des informations
techniques en clair expose les utilisateurs de ces technologies à des problèmes de vie privée.
En nous concentrant sur les informations exposées par les messages d’advertising, nous
identifions et analysons la fuite de certaines données personnelles et nous étudions de
potentielles contre-mesures. Plus spécifiquement, nous tâchons de répondre aux questions
suivantes : quelles sont les menaces sur la vie privée dans les réseaux sans-fil ? Quelles
solutions peuvent être mises en place pour protéger les utilisateurs ? Quelle est l’efficacité
des protections actuellement déployées ?

Nous commençons par l’analyse des mécanismes de protection de la vie privée dans
deux technologies majeures : le Wi-Fi et le Bluetooth-Low-Energy (BLE). Notre étude
centrée sur les mécanismes d’adresse aléatoire, une protection anti-traçage récemment
adoptée par l’industrie, identifie plusieurs problèmes liés à l’implémentation ainsi qu’aux
spécifications des standards.

Afin d’illustrer la diversité et la complexité des problèmes affectant ces technologies,
nous présentons deux cas représentatifs de fuite de données personnelles dans les réseaux
sans-fil. Premièrement, en nous appuyant sur une rétro-ingénierie de Continuity, un
protocole d’Apple basé sur le BLE, nous mettons à jour une collection de failles affectant
des milliards d’appareils à l’échelle mondiale. Puis, nous présentons un détournement de
la permission Wi-Fi d’Android qui permet de contourner les protections du système afin
d’obtenir des données personnelles telles que la localisation.

Face à ces problèmes de vie privée, il est nécessaire d’améliorer la protection des
utilisateurs en développant des mécanismes de protection et, aussi et surtout, en s’assurant
de l’implémentation correcte des mécanismes existants. De plus, il apparait que les
spécifications des standards jouent un rôle clef dans la protection de la vie privée ; il
est donc de la plus haute importance de promouvoir l’intégration de la protection des
données personnelles au sein de ces standards.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

1.1.1 Wireless devices

Last two decades have seen the development of portable electronic devices. It started with
laptop computers, then tablets and smartphones, and more recently a flurry of accessories
such as smartwatches, wristbands, earphones; today’s users can be carrying half a dozen
connected objects. A feature shared by these devices is the wireless connectivity which
allows them to operate without having to be physically linked to another device or to an
infrastructure. A user is thus accompanied by a set of devices that communicate wirelessly
to provide them with a variety of utilities (general computing activities, audio/video
communications, health monitoring, quantified self, smart-home, etc.).

In portable devices, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi are the two most popular wireless technologies
and the aforementioned examples of device use at least one of them. Wi-Fi is a technology
mainly used to connect appliances with the network infrastructure, most of the time
to provide Internet connectivity. On the other hand, Bluetooth is used to establish
connection between two devices belonging to a user, for instance to connect a smartwatch
and a smartphone. Although based on two different standards, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
share a number of elements such as the frequency bands on which they operate, the
structure of some identifiers, and also the fact that they use packet-based transmissions.

1.1.2 Wireless medium as an attack surface

Wireless communications use radio waves as a medium to carry messages. On this open
medium, messages transmitted as radio-frequency signals can be intercepted by any
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receiver within range. For this reason, wireless communications are especially vulnerable
to attacks, and their securization has been a very active topic for both the academy and
the industry. From the release of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, their security has been heavily
tested leading to the development of theoretical and practical advances. One of the
main outcomes of these efforts is the release of tools for the capture of wireless signals
with off-the-shelf hardware, allowing any tech-savvy user to collect Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
signals emitted by nearby devices.

Security research on Wi-Fi and Bluetooth has mainly focused on aspects like confi-
dentiality (breaking encryption mechanisms and retrieving keys) and availability (denial
of service and jamming). Until recently, the privacy aspects of these technologies have
seldom been discussed and privacy of wireless networks was a relatively unexplored field.

1.1.3 Personal data in (wireless) networks

The development of the Internet and the digital economy is paired with the development
of privacy considerations. With the growing usage of computer networks to exchange
messages, and to access information and services, personal data has emerged as a
central matter in computer networks. Data and metadata resulting from the activity
of users on these networks is collected for purposes ranging from commercial profiling
to simple surveillance. Nowadays, privacy is considered by a large part of the world
as an important matter and recent years have seen the development of technological
tools and legal frameworks to protect users (e.g. GDPR and e-Privacy regulation).
Many technological efforts have focused on protecting the confidentiality of content (e.g.
TLS/SSL) and endpoints (e.g. Tor network) in Internet communications, as well as
countering tracking and profiling on the Web.

Little effort has been dedicated to the analysis of the privacy on the edge networks that
are Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. These networks are not exempt from prying "antennas" willing
to collect personal data available on the airwaves. The 2010’s have seen the emergence of
wireless trackers, entities tracking the physical whereabouts of users thanks to the signals
emitted by their portable devices (see Figure 1.1). With the growing number of wireless
devices and associated applications, other invasive mechanisms leveraging wireless signals
are likely to emerge.
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Figure 1.1: Wi-Fi bins by Renew were displaying targeted advertisements in the streets of
London. Using a Wi-Fi sniffer collecting the identifiers of nearby phones, the system was
able to build a profile of pedestrians and to display advertisement messages on a screen
mounted on the side of the bin. These bins have been removed following a complaint by
the City of London (https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-23665490). Source: Renew.

1.2 Thesis statement
Privacy issues in networks are often seen as the problem of protecting the confidentiality
of the data they conveyed. Indeed, the payload of network packets may include elements
related to personal data such as text messages, audio, video, visited webpage, etc. In
wireless networks such application data is rarely directly exposed because it is protected
by one or more layers of encryption (e.g. WPA2-3 and TLS). Nevertheless, even if
application data is not exposed, usage of wireless technologies is not exempt from privacy
issues.

In this thesis, we show that technical information exposed by personal devices on the
wireless link layer can be leveraged to expose personal data. Device identifiers allowing
tracking of users are a good example of this technical information, but there are many
other cases where diverse items of personal data can be leaked. Information resulting in
privacy leakage can be found in wireless messages of any type (data, control, management,
etc.). In our work, we focus on traffic that is not directly related to the application layer
(i.e. data traffic), but rather to network management traffic such as messages generated
by advertising and service discovery mechanisms.

In this thesis, we try to answer the following three questions:

Q1 - What are the existing privacy threats? A first step to ensure personal data
protection is to identify the threats and create an inventory of existing and potential
issues. Each issue will be characterized by the source of information as well as the nature
of the personal data that can be obtained.

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-23665490
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Q2 - Which protections to counter these threats? Once identified, comes the
question of finding solutions to remove these threats or at least to mitigate them. These
solutions may be a simple correction of an implementation mistake, or they can be a
more general principle that can be used as guidelines for the design and implementation
of wireless systems.

Q3 - How efficient in practice are existing protections? Protection mechanisms
started to appear in real-world implementations quickly after the first privacy issues were
made public. Thorough evaluation of these implementations is required to confirm that
the advertised privacy features are actually protecting users.

Answers to those questions are interleaved throughout the chapters of this thesis.

1.3 Summary of contributions
This section provides a quick overview of the contributions presented in this document.
These contributions have been selected based on their scientific significance as well as
their impact outside the academic community.

Contributions presented in this thesis are organized in two parts. The first part focuses
on an analysis of privacy features in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, while the second part presents
representative examples of how personal data can leak from wireless networks.

1.3.1 Privacy features in wireless networks

The first part of this thesis deals with the physical tracking threat and introduces other
privacy threats (Q1) affecting Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. As physical tracking is the main
privacy issue for which protection mechanisms are currently widely deployed, we focus
on those implementations, and we evaluate their efficiency (Q3). Finally, on the strength
of our observations, we are able to devise a number of recommendations to improve user
protection (Q2) in particular with regard to the physical tracking threat.

In Chapter 2, we focus on the early implementations of address randomization in
Wi-Fi. We demonstrate that those implementations, mainly developed by Apple and
Android without a formal specification, were affected by a number of flaws. First, we
identified that the content of Wi-Fi packets is diverse enough to create a fingerprint that
can be leveraged for tracking. Then we showed that an artifact of the physical layer can
be used to link consecutive random addresses. Finally, we presented a number of active
attacks that can fully defeat address randomization by forcing the device to reveal its
real address.
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Chapter 3 presents an analysis of privacy in Bluetooth-Low-Energy. Based on a
large-scale measurement campaign, we found that address randomization was activated in
a significant fraction of BLE devices, but that a number of devices did not correctly follow
the specification of the standard. We found a number of flaws that can defeat address
randomization: static identifiers and synchronization issues in the address rotation
process. We discovered technical artifacts that can be used for tracking but also to infer
technical information on the device such as vendor, model, type, version etc.

1.3.2 Three representative cases of personal data leaks

The second part of this thesis is mainly dedicated to the discovery of new privacy threats
(Q1). Focusing on advertising mechanisms of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, we present two cases
illustrating the leakage of personal data through wireless networks. These discoveries
call for a number of short-term corrections of wireless systems but also indicates the
need for a profound revision of standards and their implementation (Q2). We found that
protection mechanisms are scarce and when they are implemented, they often fall short
at preventing leakage of personal data (Q3).

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the analysis of a family of BLE-based protocols used by
Apple devices. Based on a reverse-engineering of those protocols, called Continuity, we
identified a collection of flaws affecting all Apple devices. These flaws expose users to
tracking, and leakage of personal information such as user activity on the device and in
a smart-home, email and phone numbers, as well as personal assistant voice commands.

In Chapter 5, we consider privacy attacks that can be performed by a mobile application
having access to Wi-Fi functionalities. Focusing on the Android system, we show that
an application with the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE can infer a broad range of personal data.
In particular, we show that this permission can be leveraged to obtain the location of
the user without its consent or knowledge. We discovered that this flaw was already
exploited by third party libraries and was used to illegitimately collect the location of
users.

1.3.3 Other contributions not included in this manuscript

This section presents a brief overview of contributions that are not presented in detail in
this manuscript but are related to the general problematic of this thesis.

Practical approaches for wireless tracking Focusing on Wi-Fi tracking we dis-
cussed several techniques to track an individual [56]. We also considered an hypothetical
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botnet composed of wireless routers and evaluated the potential for large scale track-
ing [124].

Timing based attacks We considered attacks that leverage the timing of wireless
frames to infer information on the device. First we used the timing of Wi-Fi probe-
requests to derive a fingerprint and thus defeat address randomization [111]. Then we
studied how the state of the device can be inferred from the timing variation of Bluetooth
"pings" [42].

Inference from SSIDs We investigated the privacy threat that represents SSIDs
(Wi-Fi network names) exposed by and in mobile devices, and showed that they can
reveal social links between users [59] and also that they can be associated with locations
and venues [126].

GATT profile fingerprinting Bluetooth devices expose a GATT profile that includes
a range of technical information. We found that many devices publicly expose these
profiles and that the corresponding information can threaten the owner’s privacy, in
particular by allowing the building of a fingerprint that can be used for tracking [43].

Wireless features on mobile operating systems As disabling wireless interfaces
is often presented as a way to evade wireless tracking, we investigated [112] whether this
was the case and found that a smartphone may still emit Wi-Fi frames even if it has
been disabled. We also discovered that the Android system has flaws that allows the
bypassing of restrictions on Bluetooth scanning [138].

Privacy in wireless tracking systems In [66] we analyzed the privacy practices of
Wi-Fi tracking companies and identified several issues; in particular, we showed the
inefficiency of hash function for the anonymization of MAC addresses [67]. We proposed a
scheme to implement analytics features in Wi-Fi tracking systems (e.g. counting visitors)
while providing strong privacy guarantees [14].

Consent and information in the IoT Wireless signals are not only a source of issue
but can also be leveraged to implement privacy features. We proposed a system that uses
Bluetooth to implement an information and consent framework for the IoT systems [41].
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Ultrasound based tracking Tracking mobile devices is not limited to wireless signals
and can be performed through ultrasounds. In [57], we analyzed a real-world system
that leveraged ultrasonic beacons to track users via applications with the microphone
permission.

1.4 Impact of this research
The work presented in this thesis had an impact outside the academic community and
this section lists its main outcomes.

1.4.1 Fixes in Google Android

In response to issues identified in our research, several modifications were made to the
Android mobile system. The first example is regarding the issues of Wi-Fi address
randomization. Android 8 (2017) included several changes to device identifiers for which
we were credited1. These changes focused on the problem we discussed in Chapter 2,
namely in Wi-Fi probe requests, "the initial packet sequence number for each scan is
randomized" and "Unnecessary Probe Request Information Elements have been removed".

The second example, is about the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission (see Chapter 5).
Shortly after the publication of our paper in 2014, the first version of Android 6 (2015)
included new restrictions2 to thwart the attack described in our paper: access to Wi-Fi
scan results now requires the location permission. As opposed to the first modification,
Android did not credit our work as a motivation for this change.

We have recently been in contact with Google regarding the BLE related issues in
Chapter 3 and we hope that this will lead to improvements in future implementation.

1.4.2 Regulation enforcement: FTC vs InMobi

The results of our research on the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission (see Chapter 5)
initiated a case by the US Federal Trade Commission (2015) that resulted in a fine
of $950.000 for InMobi, a mobile marketing company. When the case settlement was
published, we were informed by the FTC that our paper "WifiLeaks: Underestimated
Privacy Implications of the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE Android Permission" [13] triggered

1 https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2017/04/changes-to-device-identifiers-in.
html

2https://developer.android.com/about/versions/marshmallow/android-6.0-changes.
html#behavior-hardware-id

https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2017/04/changes-to-device-identifiers-in.html
https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2017/04/changes-to-device-identifiers-in.html
https://developer.android.com/about/versions/marshmallow/android-6.0-changes.html#behavior-hardware-id
https://developer.android.com/about/versions/marshmallow/android-6.0-changes.html#behavior-hardware-id
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an investigation by the FTC. The agency extended3 our work and found that InMobi
was tracking millions of users without their consent, ignoring their privacy preferences,
and in some cases violating the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)4.

1.4.3 The IEEE 802(.11) working group

Following our first research on Wi-Fi, I got involved in privacy efforts conducted within
several working groups at IEEE 802 (the standardization body behind Wi-Fi specifica-
tions). Since 2014, my involvement consisted in sharing the most recent advances of
the research comunity and contributing to some documents of the working groups5. In
particular, I am one of the contributors to the recently published standard 802E-2020
Recommended Practice for Privacy Considerations for IEEE 802 Technologies [144],
which includes recommendations covering most of the issues discussed in Chapter 2,
and for which I received an IEEE SA Working Group Chair Awards6 for "outstanding
contributions".

1.4.4 Dissemination: Data Protection Authorities

We took actions to share the outcome of our research to groups who might be able to act
upon them, namely data protection authorities and legislators. Our results were shared
on one occasion with members of the French legislative body7 and more regularly with
the CNIL through its Digital Innovation Lab89.

A key item of those contributions was my talk in 2017 on Cyber-Physical Tracking
at the 62nd meeting of the Working Group on Data Protection in Telecommunications

3A deep dive into mobile app location privacy following the InMobi
settlement https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/techftc/2016/08/
deep-dive-mobile-app-location-privacy-following-inmobi-settlement

4Mobile Advertising Network InMobi Settles FTC Charges It Tracked Hundreds of Millions of
Consumers’ Locations Without Permission https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/
2016/06/mobile-advertising-network-inmobi-settles-ftc-charges-it-tracked

5List of my contributions at IEEE 802 https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/documents?is_
dcn=cunche

6https://standards.ieee.org/about/awards/wgchair/index.html
7Digital event at the French Senate - 2015 www.senat.fr/evenement/journee_numerique_

inria.html
8CNIL’s lab blog post on Privacy in standards https://linc.cnil.fr/fr/

juan-carlos-zuniga-and-mathieu-cunche-privacy-issues-are-still-not-systematically-considered-all
9CNIL’s lab blog post on deactivation of Wi-Fi on Android https://linc.cnil.fr/fr/

desactiver-le-wi-fi-android-ne-nous-preserve-pas-du-tracage

https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/techftc/2016/08/deep-dive-mobile-app-location-privacy-following-inmobi-settlement
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/techftc/2016/08/deep-dive-mobile-app-location-privacy-following-inmobi-settlement
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2016/06/mobile-advertising-network-inmobi-settles-ftc-charges-it-tracked
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2016/06/mobile-advertising-network-inmobi-settles-ftc-charges-it-tracked
https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/documents?is_dcn=cunche
https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/documents?is_dcn=cunche
https://standards.ieee.org/about/awards/wgchair/index.html
www.senat.fr/evenement/journee_numerique_inria.html
www.senat.fr/evenement/journee_numerique_inria.html
https://linc.cnil.fr/fr/juan-carlos-zuniga-and-mathieu-cunche-privacy-issues-are-still-not-systematically-considered-all
https://linc.cnil.fr/fr/juan-carlos-zuniga-and-mathieu-cunche-privacy-issues-are-still-not-systematically-considered-all
https://linc.cnil.fr/fr/desactiver-le-wi-fi-android-ne-nous-preserve-pas-du-tracage
https://linc.cnil.fr/fr/desactiver-le-wi-fi-android-ne-nous-preserve-pas-du-tracage
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(IWGDPT)10, a group composed of representatives of the Data Protection Authorities of
dozens of countries worldwide as well as NGOs.

1.4.5 Vulgarization: Terra Data exhibition

Part of our efforts were dedicated to science popularization actions that aimed at sharing
the results of our research with the people potentially threatened by the privacy issues
we have discovered. On this topic, a major achievement was the inclusion of our Wi-Fi
tracking demonstrator in the Terra Data exhibition that took place at Cité des Sciences et
de l’Industrie in Paris from 2017 to 2018. Through this exhibition, located in the biggest
science museum in Europe, the Wi-Fi tracking issue was presented to approximately
156.000 visitors. A follow-up of this event was our participation in the Fête de la Science
that took place at the same location in 2017 and during which our demonstration was
broadcast on Sciences & Vie TV 11.

1.5 Content & structure of the document
The first part of this document presents a privacy analysis of Wi-Fi (Chapter 2) and
Bluetooth-Low-Energy (Chapter 3) with a focus on address randomization . The second
part presents two cases of personal data leaks associated with wireless networks: first
the presentation of privacy leaks affecting the BLE-based Apple Continuity protocols
(Chapter 4), then how the Wi-Fi permission on Android can be abused to infer various
personal data (Chapter 5).

Verbatim content of published papers In this document each chapter (with the
exception of Chapters 1 and 6) presents a contribution associated with a single publication.
I have selected the contributions that I consider as having the highest scientific significance
and impact. Some contributions have their section of lesser importance removed; aside
this, only marginal modifications have been made to the original papers. Therefore,
the content of each chapter is almost identical to that of the associated papers. As
these papers are addressing similar topics, some redundancy might appear between the
background sections of some chapters.

The publications corresponding to each chapter are presented below and indicated at
the beginning of each chapter:

10https://www.datenschutz-berlin.de/
11https://youtu.be/iou1cTzoC0I?t=6141

https://www.datenschutz-berlin.de/
https://youtu.be/iou1cTzoC0I?t=6141
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• Chapter 2: Mathy Vanhoef, Célestin Matte, Mathieu Cunche, Leonardo S. Cardoso,
and Frank Piessens. Why MAC Address Randomization is Not Enough: An
Analysis of Wi-Fi Network Discovery Mechanisms. In Proceedings of the 11th
ACM on Asia Conference on Computer and Communications Security, ASIA CCS
’16, pages 413–424, New York, NY, USA, 2016. ACM. ISBN 978-1-4503-4233-9.
doi: 10.1145/2897845.2897883. URL http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2897845.2897883.
event-place: Xi’an, China

• Chapter 3: Guillaume Celosia and Mathieu Cunche. Saving Private Addresses:
An Analysis of Privacy Issues in the Bluetooth-Low-Energy Advertising Mech-
anism. In MobiQuitous 2019 - 16th EAI International Conference on Mobile
and Ubiquitous Systems: Computing, Networking and Services, pages 1–10, Hous-
ton, United States, December 2019. doi: 10.1145/3360774.3360777. URL https:
//hal.inria.fr/hal-02394629

• Chapter 4: Guillaume Celosia and Mathieu Cunche. Discontinued Privacy: Personal
Data Leaks in Apple Bluetooth-Low-Energy Continuity Protocols. Proceedings on
Privacy Enhancing Technologies, 2020(1):26–46, January 2020. ISSN 2299-0984.
doi: 10.2478/popets-2020-0003. URL https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/
popets/2020/1/article-p26.xml

• Chapter 5: Jagdish Prasad Achara, Mathieu Cunche, Vincent Roca, and Aurélien
Francillon. Short Paper: WifiLeaks: Underestimated Privacy Implications of the
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Part I

Privacy Provisions in Wireless
Networks





Chapter 2

Defeating MAC address
randomization in Wi-Fi

Abstract:
We present several novel techniques to track (unassociated) mobile

devices by abusing features of the Wi-Fi standard. This shows that using
random MAC addresses, on its own, does not guarantee privacy.

First, we show that information elements in probe requests can be used
to fingerprint devices. We then combine these fingerprints with incremental
sequence numbers, to create a tracking algorithm that does not rely on
unique identifiers such as MAC addresses. Based on real-world datasets,
we demonstrate that our algorithm can correctly track as much as 50%
of devices for at least 20 minutes. We also show that commodity Wi-Fi
devices use predictable scrambler seeds. These can be used to improve the
performance of our tracking algorithm. Finally, we present two attacks that
reveal the real MAC address of a device, even if MAC address randomization
is used. In the first one, we create fake hotspots to induce clients to connect
using their real MAC address. The second technique relies on the new
802.11u standard, commonly referred to as Hotspot 2.0, where we show
that Linux and Windows send Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP)
requests using their real MAC address.

Associated paper: Mathy Vanhoef, Célestin Matte, Mathieu Cunche, Leonardo S.
Cardoso, and Frank Piessens. Why MAC Address Randomization is Not Enough:
An Analysis of Wi-Fi Network Discovery Mechanisms. In Proceedings of the
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11th ACM on Asia Conference on Computer and Communications Security,
ASIA CCS ’16, pages 413–424, New York, NY, USA, 2016. ACM. ISBN 978-1-
4503-4233-9. doi: 10.1145/2897845.2897883. URL http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/
2897845.2897883. event-place: Xi’an, China

See paper at: https://hal.inria.fr/hal-01282900
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Chapter 3

An Analysis of Privacy Provisions in
the BLE Advertising Mechanism

Abstract:
The Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol is being included in a growing

number of connected objects such as fitness trackers and headphones. As
part of the service discovery mechanism of BLE, devices announce them-
selves by broadcasting radio signals called advertisement packets that can
be collected with off-the-shelf hardware and software. To avoid the risk
of tracking based on those messages, BLE features an address randomiza-
tion mechanism that substitutes the device address with random temporary
pseudonyms, called Private addresses.

In this chapter, we analyze the privacy issues associated with the ad-
vertising mechanism of BLE, leveraging a large dataset of advertisement
packets collected in the wild. First, we identified that some implementa-
tions fail at following the BLE specifications on the maximum lifetime and
the uniform distribution of random identifiers. Furthermore, we found that
the payload of the advertisement packet can hamper the randomization
mechanism by exposing counters and static identifiers. In particular, we
discovered that advertising data of Apple and Microsoft proximity protocols
can be used to defeat the address randomization scheme. Finally, we discuss
how some elements of advertising data can be leveraged to identify the type
of device, exposing the owner to inventory attacks.
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Associated paper: Guillaume Celosia and Mathieu Cunche. Saving Private
Addresses: An Analysis of Privacy Issues in the Bluetooth-Low-Energy Adver-
tising Mechanism. In MobiQuitous 2019 - 16th EAI International Conference
on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems: Computing, Networking and Services, pages
1–10, Houston, United States, December 2019. doi: 10.1145/3360774.3360777.
URL https://hal.inria.fr/hal-02394629

See paper at: https://hal.inria.fr/hal-02394629
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data leaks





Chapter 4

Personal Data Leaks in Apple
Bluetooth-Low-Energy Continuity
Protocols

Abstract:
Apple Continuity protocols are the underlying network component of

Apple Continuity services which allow seamless nearby applications such
as activity and file transfer, device pairing and sharing a network connec-
tion. Those protocols rely on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to exchange
information between devices: Apple Continuity messages are embedded in
the payload of BLE advertisement packets that are periodically broadcasted
by devices. Recently, Martin et al. identified [109] a number of privacy
issues associated with Apple Continuity protocols; we show that this was
just the tip of the iceberg and that Apple Continuity protocols leak a wide
range of personal information.
In this work, we present a thorough reverse engineering of Apple Conti-
nuity protocols that we use to uncover a collection of privacy leaks. We
introduce new artifacts, including identifiers, counters and battery levels,
that can be used for passive tracking, and describe a novel active tracking
attack based on Handoff messages. Beyond tracking issues, we shed light
on severe privacy flaws. First, in addition to the trivial exposure of device
characteristics and status, we found that HomeKit accessories betray hu-
man activities in a smarthome. Then, we demonstrate that AirDrop and
Nearby Action protocols can be leveraged by passive observers to recover
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e-mail addresses and phone numbers of users. Finally, we exploit passive
observations on the advertising traffic to infer Siri voice commands of a
user.

Associated paper: Guillaume Celosia and Mathieu Cunche. Discontinued
Privacy: Personal Data Leaks in Apple Bluetooth-Low-Energy Continuity Pro-
tocols. Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies, 2020(1):26–46, Jan-
uary 2020. ISSN 2299-0984. doi: 10.2478/popets-2020-0003. URL https://
content.sciendo.com/view/journals/popets/2020/1/article-p26.xml

See paper at: https://sciendo.com/article/10.2478/popets-2020-0003
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Chapter 5

Abusing Android’s
ACCESS_WIFI_STATE
Permission to Infer Personal Data

Abstract:
On Android, users can choose to install an application, or not, based

on the permissions it requests. These permissions are later enforced on
the application by the system, e.g., when accessing sensitive user data.
In this work, we focus on the access to Wi-Fi related information, which
is protected by the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission. We show that
this apparently innocuous network related permission can leak Personally
Identifiable Information (PII). Such information is otherwise only accessi-
ble by clearly identifiable permissions (such as READ_PHONE_STATE or
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION or ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION). We ana-
lyzed permissions of 2700 applications from Google Play, and found that
41% of them use the ACCESS_WIFI_STATE permission. We then stati-
cally analyzed 998 such applications and, based on the results, selected 88
for dynamic analysis. Finally, we conducted an online survey to study the
user perception of the privacy risks associated with this permission. Our
results demonstrate that users largely underestimate the privacy implica-
tions of this permission, in particular because they often cannot realize
what private information can be inferred from it. Our analysis further
reveals that some companies have already started to abuse this permission
to collect personal user information, for example, to get a unique device
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identifier for tracking across applications or to geolocalize the user without
explicitly asking for the dedicated permissions. Because this permission is
very common, most users are potentially at risk. There is therefore an
urgent need for modification of the privileges granted by this permission
as well as a more accurate description of the implications of accepting a
permission.

Associated paper: Jagdish Prasad Achara, Mathieu Cunche, Vincent Roca,
and Aurélien Francillon. Short Paper: WifiLeaks: Underestimated Privacy
Implications of the Access_wifi_state Android Permission. In Proceedings of the
2014 ACM Conference on Security and Privacy in Wireless & Mobile Networks,
WiSec ’14, pages 231–236, New York, NY, USA, 2014. ACM. ISBN 978-1-4503-
2972-9. doi: 10.1145/2627393.2627399. URL http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/
2627393.2627399. event-place: Oxford, United Kingdom

See paper at: https://hal.inria.fr/hal-00997716/
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Chapter 6

Conclusions & Perspectives

6.1 Conclusions
This document presented a collection of contributions showing the main privacy challenges
in modern wireless networks. This section presents elements to answer the three questions
raised in the introduction (Section 1.2).

6.1.1 Q1 - Identification of privacy threats

We showed that a wide range of privacy issues exist, diverse from the point of view of
the data on which they are based, but also on the personal information they can expose.
Threats originate from the exposure of metadata (e.g. identifiers and counters found
in headers and unencrypted frame bodies) exposed in wireless messages and sometimes
from poorly protected data (e.g. lack of encryption of some Apple Continuity payloads).

6.1.1.1 Physical tracking

As illustrated in the introduction, physical tracking is one of the most serious threats
for users of wireless devices. We showed that this problem is not constricted to the
device address but is also linked to many elements of the wireless signals. We presented
a collection of practical approaches to track a device over time without having to rely on
the address of the device.

6.1.1.2 Leakage of personal information

Wireless signals generated and collected by wireless interfaces can be leveraged to infer
personal data. Our results show that it is not enough to protect carried data traffic
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with encryption, as headers and payload of advertising frames can be a trove of personal
information.

Furthermore, the use of discovery traffic to carry data for connection-less application
such as the proximity protocols of Apple, Microsoft and Google is associated with many
privacy issues. This practice is allowed by the standards (manufacturer specific and
vendor specific fields of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) but their implementation is sometime done
without serious consideration for privacy protection, resulting in the exposure of several
items of personal data.

6.1.1.3 Threats from outside and inside

The majority of threats presented in this document are associated with an external
attacker that is monitoring wireless signals emitted by the device of the victim. However,
we also saw in Chapter 5 that the attacker can be located inside the device of the victim
(e.g. an application) where they leverages wireless functionalities of the device to infer
information (e.g. location). When considering the threat associated with a wireless
technology, it is therefore necessary to consider what is wirelessly broadcast by the device,
but also what can be wirelessly sensed by the device. The latter is particularly important
in devices that can run semi-trusted applications potentially harvesting personal data.
This inside threat is still very valid, as illustrated by the recent discovery [64] of an
app with 10M+ installations that was found to collect and report identifiers of nearby
Bluetooth devices, although its functionalities have nothing to do with Bluetooth (it is a
bubble level application).

6.1.1.4 Creativity and boldness of trackers

Another lesson learned during this last decade of research on wireless networks is about
the creativity and boldness of tracking companies. Several of the attacks considered
in our research were first purely hypothetical, and were later found to be exploited by
some companies to surreptitiously collect personal data. This is for instance the case
of Euclid, a company that started working on Wi-Fi tracking as early as 20111 at the
same time we were analyzing how this data could threaten privacy [59]. Similarly, on the
abuse of the Wi-Fi permission of Android (Chapter 5), it is only after having developed
a proof-of-concept that we realized that this weakness was already exploited by major
actors of the mobile tracking industry.

1https://techcrunch.com/2011/11/03/euclid-elements-emerges-from-stealth-debuts-
google-analytics-for-the-real-world/

https://techcrunch.com/2011/11/03/euclid-elements-emerges-from-stealth-debuts-google-analytics-for-the-real-world/
https://techcrunch.com/2011/11/03/euclid-elements-emerges-from-stealth-debuts-google-analytics-for-the-real-world/
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It appears that there will always be entities ready to collect and exploit personal data
by any technical means, even if it is unlawful. It is thus necessary to consider all possible
attack scenarios, even those that first seem circumvoluted. This research may prove to
be an early warning sign upon which vendors and data protection authorities can act.

6.1.2 Q2 - Solutions

In the course of our research the discovery of new privacy threats was often followed
by discussions on potential solutions. In many cases, simply applying the minimization
principle to reduce the amount of exposed metadata is enough to thwart the privacy threat
(e.g. removing some Information Elements from probe requests). When "sensitive" pieces
of data have to be transmitted, encryption or obfuscation schemes must be employed to
protect it.

6.1.2.1 Recommendations for address randomization

Address randomization is a key solution to counter the tracking threats. However, as
shown in this manuscript it suffers many pitfalls and its use must be complemented
with additional rules to ensure its efficiency. Based on our research, we provide a set of
recommendations on address randomization as an anti-tracking measure:

• [̇NO-ID] No identifiers should be included in frames unless strictly necessary.

• [̇OBFUSCATION] Elements included in frames (identifiers, technical data) should
be encrypted or obfuscated whenever possible.

• [̇DATA-MINIMIZATION] The information embedded in frames should be minimized
to reduce the fingerprinting potential. In particular, technical information such as
version numbers, supported features, etc. should only be included when strictly
needed.

• [̇ROTATION] Identifiers, counters and other stateful fields must be reset to a
random value whenever the address rotates.

– [̇ROTATION-CPRNG] Random values must be generated using a crypto-
graphic PRNG.

– [̇ROTATION-SYNCHRO] A strict synchronization must be enforced between
the rotation of the address and the other fields.
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– [̇ROTATION-RANDOM-TIMING] Randomness should be introduced in the
timing of address rotation to prevent tracking attacks leveraging timing.

• [̇RANDOM-TRANSMIT-TIMING] Randomness should be introduced in the timing
of frame transmission to prevent fingerprinting based on timing.

This list is not exhaustive and should be enriched as new threats are discovered. As of
now, a strict application of these guidelines should protect against most known attacks.

6.1.2.2 Evolution of standards specification

When considering privacy protection in the context of wireless networks, standards and
technical specifications appear to play a significant role. Beyond the application of
guidelines like the ones presented above, it is necessary to include privacy considerations
in the development of standards.

Our research shows that the standards themselves are to blame for some privacy issues
affecting wireless networks. One source of these problems is the lack of privacy provisions
in the wireless standards of Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) and Bluetooth. Entire sections of those
standards are dedicated to security mechanisms, but the protection of personal data
is rarely considered2. Privacy mechanisms are often entwined with other elements of
the specifications, it is thus important to apply a privacy by design approach in which
protection mechanisms are fully integrated in the development process.

Furthermore, we have observed that even when privacy specifications are included in
the standard, vendors often fail to implement them correctly, thus releasing products with
botched privacy protections. This suggests a poor integration of privacy requirements
in the product development process, but also a lack of verification during the product
certification phase.

Standards must thus evolve to include more privacy considerations and in parallel, a
correct implementation of the privacy-preserving features must be more strictly enforced.

6.1.2.3 Better control of wireless functionalities

We saw that the access to wireless functionalities by mobile applications can lead to
serious privacy issues. It is therefore necessary to consider the wireless interfaces as a
fully-fledged sensor and apply the same restriction that would be applied to any other
sensor on a mobile device (e.g. a camera or a GPS module). Mobile operating systems

2We note that this situation is currently evolving positively with the introduction of address random-
ization for both Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11.
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have initiated efforts in this direction by implementing permission-based restriction
on some features associated with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth interfaces3. Despite these new
measures, wireless features are still abused by some applications [64]. Further restrictions
may be required to fully protect users. For instance restricting applications to use filtered
scans4 that will report only devices matching a specific criterion (UUID, device name or
address prefix, etc.) instead of reporting all visible devices.

6.1.3 Q3 - Efficiency of implemented protections

Issues exist within the implementation of privacy preserving mechanisms, some of them
serious enough to totally negate the protection. In this document, we focused on the
main privacy protection included in wireless devices: address randomization.

6.1.3.1 Implementation issues with Address Randomization

More than 5 years after its first use in mainstream devices, address randomization is still
affected by issues. A number of these implementation issues are coming from mistakes or
overlooked pitfalls, which can be easily fixed once identified (e.g. non-reset counters).
Others are more fundamental and will require considerable advances or modification of
the protocols to be fixed.

We presented in section 6.1.2.1 recommendations for effective address randomization.
Among the issues addressed by those recommendations, we have identified two that
are recurrent and appear to be challenging to solve in practice: synchronization and
fingerprintability.

Synchronization A number of issues in address randomization come from the lack of
synchronization between the address rotation process and the content of the frame which
can undermine the anti-tracking protection 5. As mentioned in our recommendations
(Section 6.1.2.1), the address change must be done together with a coherent management
of the frame content (reset of counter, rotation of identifiers, etc.) and those rotations
must be done synchronously.

3On Android, the location permission is required for any application using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
scans, and location services must be activated to initiate those scans and obtain the results https://
developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/bluetooth https://developer.android.
com/guide/topics/connectivity/wifi-scan

4Android BLE ScanFilter https://developer.android.com/reference/android/bluetooth/le/
ScanFilter

5 As seen in chapter 2 and 3.

https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/bluetooth
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/bluetooth
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/wifi-scan
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/wifi-scan
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/bluetooth/le/ScanFilter
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/bluetooth/le/ScanFilter
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Although those requirements are is easily stated, they have proven rather difficult to
implement in practice. Several implementations appear to include such requirements6,
however this rotation is not always fully synchronized: some frames using the old
content use the new address (see Figure 6.1) thus undermining the purpose of address
randomization.

Address change

Identifier change

Figure 6.1: Mis-synchronized rotation of address and content in a sequence of frames.

This problem has recently been highlighted [140] in contact tracing applications based
on Google-Apple Exposure Notification (GAEN) framework, where the rotations of the
BLE device address and the GAEN temporary pseudonym is sometimes not synchronized.
This shows the difficulty of this synchronization: Apple and Google are controlling the
full BLE stack and the OS, and yet they are not able to fully synchronize the rotations.

The difficulty of synchronizing these rotations comes from a lack of coordination
between the MAC layer (which controls the address) and the above layer (the application
controlling the content of the frame). Signalization mechanisms between these layers are
required to implement a fully synchronized rotation.

Fingerprintability Another element undermining address randomization comes from
the quantity and diversity of data included in frames, which can be used to fingerprint
devices. New features are regularly added to wireless standards and a growing number of
applications are piggybacking on advertisement mechanisms to carry data. As a result,
advertisement frames are populated with an increasing number of fields, whose value
and order can vary from one device to the other. The fingerprint created with this data
can be unique enough to single-out devices and thus allow tracking despite the use of a
random address.

This issue is similar to web-browser fingerprinting [69], that has been developed to
track users after more persistent identifiers were denied. To the best of our knowledge,
wireless fingerprinting is not yet used by wireless trackers. But it is possible that some of
them will follow the same path as web trackers by adopting fingerprinting to continue
user tracking despite the adoption of address randomization.

6In several Apple implementations, the content of the frame is rotating with the same frequency as
the address
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Finally, fingerprintability goes beyond privacy and might also affect security by
allowing attackers to identify the specific model and software version of a device.

6.2 Perspectives

6.2.1 The physical layer

Most of the results presented in this thesis are based on information gathered at the
link-layer. However, privacy issues can emerge from the physical layer. For instance,
fingerprinting leveraging physical features of the transceiver [61] can be used to single-out
and thus track devices. Other physical layer artifacts have already been exploited in this
direction: the scrambler seed (as seen in Chapter 2), or the carrier frequency offset [141].
With the development of new features at the physical layer, additional artifacts will be
available to mount novel privacy attacks.

A challenge for the implementation of these attacks is the access to physical layer
information, which is not possible with off-the-shelf hardware. Therefore, many works [141,
33, 139] relied on software-define radio setups to gather this data. Another solution
has recently emerged with the reverse-engineering and customization of firmware of
off-the-shelf transceivers, as recently demonstrated with BLE [106, 51]. This approach
could be applied to other wireless technologies, including Wi-Fi, to facilitate the analysis
of privacy issues, and more generally security, at the physical layer.

6.2.2 Automatization of the privacy issues detection

The privacy leaks presented in this document are the results of manual investigations,
involving a thorough analysis of traffic traces and code. These tasks are time-consuming,
prone to mistakes and non-exhaustive. With the increasing number of implementations
and versions of wireless protocols, manual investigation will not scale; a automation of
this process is required.

A first step is the verification of implementation against known issues. We have made
a first proposal using trace-based verification [47], but verification of properties could also
be done on the code using for instance formal methods. The code may not be available,
in which case, one would have to rely on black-box verification techniques.

The most challenging task will be to identify unknown issues and especially on
protocols whose specifications are not public (for instance Apple Continuity protocols).
One possible direction is to use machine learning to identify problematic patterns in
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wireless traffic, potentially supported by reverse-engineering techniques to identify packet
structures in undocumented protocols.

Furthermore, the verification of privacy features could be integrated in a privacy-
oriented certification process. Emerging privacy labels7 could be generalized or extended
to cover wireless devices.

6.2.3 Development and integration of privacy features

Regarding the privacy threats recently discovered around wireless technologies, it appears
necessary to develop privacy features that could be integrated in protocol specifications.
This task is urgent given the latency of the standard development process.

A first avenue is an improvement of existing privacy mechanisms like address ran-
domization. In particular, as discussed before, the synchronization of the various layers
called for the development of cross-layer mechanisms that would ensure that rotation of
identifiers is done coherently across all the layers.

Another aspect that could be investigated is the de-correlation of the link layer
identifier from other aspects of the network management. In 802.11 networks, the
MAC address is used by several mechanisms (security protocols, access control, filtering,
monitoring) which make its rotation impractical in a connected scenario. Introducing a
new identifier dedicated to those purposes and using the MAC address only for link-layer
operations, would facilitate the rotation of the latter.

More generally, privacy-enhancing mechanisms tailored for wireless protocols should
be further developed to satisfy the growing requirements of emerging features while
protecting users against tracking and leakage of personal data. Advertising mechanisms
should receive specific attention as they are currently the main source of the issues.
Resolvable identifiers, like BLE random resolvable addresses (see section ??), are a good
example of what can be done in this direction.

7https://developer.apple.com/news/?id=3wann9gh

https://developer.apple.com/news/?id=3wann9gh
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